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echanism governing atmospheric
degradation of 3D-printed poly(lactic acid) (PLA)
with different in-fill pattern and varying in-fill
density
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With the popularity of 3D-printing technology, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) has become a very good option for

layer by layer printing as it is easy to handle, environment friendly, has low costs and most importantly, it

is highly adaptable to different materials including carbon, nylon and some other fibres. PLA is an

aliphatic poly-ester that is 100% bio-based and is bio-degradable as well. It is one of the rare bio-

polymers to compete with traditional polymers in terms of performance and environmental impact.

However, PLA is sensitive to water and susceptible to degradation under natural conditions of ultra-violet

rays (UV), humidity, fumes, etc. There are many reports on the bio-degradation and photo-degradation

of PLA which deal with the accelerated weathering test. However, the accelerated weathering test

instruments lack the ability to correlate the stabilities maintained by the test with the actual occurrences

during natural exposure. Thus, an attempt has been made in the present work to expose the 3D-printed

PLA samples to actual atmospheric conditions of Aurangabad city (M.S.) in India. The degradation of PLA

after the exposure is studied and a mechanism is elucidated. Additionally, the tensile properties of the

PLA samples are evaluated to correlate the extent of degradation and the material performance. It was

found that though the performance of PLA deteriorates with the exposure time, the combination of in-

fill pattern and volume plays an important role on the tensile properties and the extent of degradation. It

is concluded herein that with natural exposure, the degradation of PLA occurs in two stages, supported

by a side reaction. Thus, this study offers a new perspective towards the life of components in actual

application by exposing PLA to the natural atmosphere and evaluating its strength and structure.
1. Introduction

With the advent of plastic and polymer technology, the scenario
in every household has changed. The light-weight, slightly
cheaper and convenient plastic started replacing the heavy and
comparatively costlier metal utensils, storage boxes, etc. very
rapidly. Simultaneously, the use of plastic pots for plants over
earthen pots has gained popularity in the last few decades, due
to the variety of designs and colours available. The increase in
the use of plastic commodities in daily life has eventually
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increased the issues of disposal. Synthetic petroleum-based
polymers pose this threat on a larger scale. Thus, driven by
the environmental concerns, awareness of waste disposal
techniques and the hopes of developing a sustainable society,
bio-based and bio-degradable polymers have attracted
substantial interest over the past few years.1–11

Bio-based polymers are those which are derived from non-
petroleum resources or produced from the raw materials of
the agricultural production chain, like sugarcane, cassava, corn,
etc.9,12,13 Some bio-based polymers may not be bio-degradable.
Bio-based only refers to the start material used to make the
polymer and it does not imply anything about how it will
degrade at the end of its life. On the other hand, bio-degradable
polymers are those that can undergo a chemical process where
certain enzymes or micro-organisms in the environment break-
down the macromolecule back into a natural substance like
carbon di-oxide (CO2), biomass and water. Some bio-degradable
polymers may not be bio-based and in fact are fossil-based. The
degradation of fossil-based polymers is somewhat slow and they
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7135
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of bio-polymer, bio-based polymer
and bio-degradable polymer.21
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are termed controversial due to their possible interference with
recycling efforts.14–18 Though these two types of polymers are
market-lucrative, it would be of great economic importance to
have a bio-polymer with the benet of both (Fig. 1). A bio-
polymer made from bio-based raw material outweighs the ever
increasing demand for fossil-based raw materials and its bio-
degradable nature can contribute towards a healthier
environment.19,20

Aliphatic poly(esters) have been used in a wide range of
applications due to their capability to bio-degrade in natural
environments,9,22,23 including packaging materials and agricul-
tural mulch lms. Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is one such polymer
that is 100% bio-based and bio-degradable. It is made of agri-
cultural resource such as corn starch or sugarcane. PLA is
basically polymerized from a monomer called lactide, which is
obtained from a compound lactic acid obtained by fermenting
sugar or starch. It is one of the rare bio-polymers to compete
with traditional polymers in terms of performance and envi-
ronmental impact.24 Due to its properties such as low density,
easy manufacturing, corrosion resistance, less CO2 emissions
on degrading, non-toxic to humans; PLA displays a huge
potential for unexplored applications.25–27 As compared to
common polymers like poly(styrene) (PS) and poly(ethylene-
terephthalate) (PET), PLA is superior in terms of some proper-
ties, like, exural modulus of PLA is superior to that of PS. The
resistance of PLA to fatty foods and dairy products is equivalent
to that of PET, as reported by many.14,28–31 PLA is safe to use with
food and it is most commonly found in this sector for
commodities like bags, pots, capsules, packaging, tea bags, etc.
It is further expanding to an increasing variety of applications,
such as: in the home (oor and wall coatings, curtains,
protections, textiles, bin bags, vacuum cleaner bags, toys, elec-
tronic appliances, wipes, nappies, etc.), electronics (smartphone
protection, computers), various types of packaging, hygiene
(wipes, nappies), agriculture (pots, lms, strain, clips, etc.), cars
(dashboards, trims), and industry (poly bags, blisters, bubble
wrap, etc.).30–32

3D-printing [also known as Additive Manufacturing (AM)] is
the process of building objects with complicated structures in
three dimensions. This technique has become very popular over
7136 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
the past decade and is successfully applied in various elds of
construction, engineering, aerospace, prosthesis, etc.33–36 The
conventional manufacturing techniques demand a higher cost
and requires a longer cycle time to design and fabricate
a mould/prototype before actual production can began. It is also
difficult to achieve the conditions of mass customization in
conventional processes. AM overcomes this drawback by
building complex shapes layer by layer, which creates a light-
weight structure, resulting in low material costs.33,37 Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM) is one such AM building methods
that extrudes thermoplastic materials layer-by-layer into desired
shape. It is the most commonly used AM technique as it is
simple to use, is economical, has a high processing speed and
can be used for a variety of materials.38,39 Therefore, with the
popularity of 3D-printing technology, PLA has become a very
good option for printing as it is easy to handle, bio-degradable,
environment friendly, has low cost and most importantly, it is
highly adaptable to different materials including carbon, nylon
and some other bres.40,41

Irrespective of the method of fabrication, PLA is still
susceptible to degradation under operating conditions. 3D-
printing of PLA may give benets in terms of component
performance, but the inherent degradation of PLA material
itself under natural conditions like ultra-violet rays (UV),
humidity, water, fumes, etc. is unavoidable. There are many
reports on the bio-degradation and photo-degradation of
PLA.9,12,13,26,27,42–50 However, the physical and chemical structure
of the PLA are the basic factors affecting the degradation rate
and type of degradation mechanisms. PLA can form highly
crystalline structures that are known to be more difficult to
hydrolyze than amorphous parts of the polymer.51–56 The
degradation mechanism of PLA under the effects of UV and
Relative Humidity (RH) has been widely studied.9,12,14,47,50,54,55,57

The cause of PLA degradation is majorly summarized by two
mechanisms reported frequently. First, a photolysis reaction in
the presence of UV breaks the PLA backbone C–O bond. Second,
with further exposure to UV and ambient conditions, the photo-
degradation of PLA accelerates and results in the formation of
a hydroperoxide radical. With the progression of exposure,
a subsequent degradation of this radical leads into the forma-
tion of compounds with carboxyl end groups. Some even report
that when bio-polymers from poly(ester) group are exposed to
the environment-like conditions, hydrolytic degradation can
also occur in addition to bio-degradation and photo-
degradation.9,12,27,58

Inmany of these reports, accelerated weathering test is used to
study the degradation behaviour of polymers and its compo-
nent life by simulating service-like conditions. However, the
accelerated weathering test instruments lack to correlate the
stabilities maintained by the test with the actual occurrence
during natural exposure.26,59–61 The xenon lamps used
commonly in the weathering test instruments have a spectrum
comparable to the UV spectrum of the sun. But with prolonged
test duration, the temperatures of the operating conditions
increases, thereby, changing the spectrum by the time it reaches
the surface of interest.26,62,63 Even though the use of weathering
test instruments can achieve UV light with wavelength above
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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300 nm (matching with that of the sun), it is not possible to
accurately predict the events in terms of RH%, water content,
exposure to other fumes or gases, etc. Thus, in order to under-
stand the actual degradation behaviour of PLA, the tests must
be conducted in real time with real application environment,
for example like packaging materials, agricultural mulch lms,
etc. Thus, an attempt has been made in present work to expose
the 3D-printed PLA samples to actual atmospheric conditions of
the Aurangabad city (M.S.), India. The degradation of PLA aer
the exposure is studied and a mechanism is elucidated. Addi-
tionally, the tensile properties of the PLA samples are evaluated
to correlate the extent of degradation on the material
performance.

2. Experimental details
2.1 Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) lament and 3D-printing (FDM)

The PLA lament (Make: Augment 3Di) was procured from
Coimbatore (T.N.), India in varying colours, having diameter
1.75 ± 0.02 mm with printing temperature between 200 °C to
220 °C. The FDM based 3D-printer (Make: Creality, Model:
Ender-3 Pro) was used to fabricate the samples at printing speed
4 mm s−1, slice thickness 0.4 mm, nozzle diameter 0.4 mm,
nozzle temperature 200 °C and bed temperature 60 °C. The
samples were designed in Autodesk Fusion 360 soware
according to ASTM standard D638 Type I, as shown in Fig. 2.
The design was imported as an STL format le and Ultimaker
Cura soware was used to integrate the 3D-printer. The aim of
present study is to explore the effect of various in-ll pattern
and densities on the tensile properties of the PLA structure.
Thus, six different types of in-ll patterns were selected with
varying in-ll densities. The details of the samples and their
Fig. 2 (a) Tensile test sample (Type I) according to ASTM standard D638, (
imported in Ultimaker Cura software.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
codes for easy understanding are given in Table 1. The 3D-
printed PLA samples with different in-ll patterns are illus-
trated from Fig. 3(a) to (l).

2.2 Atmospheric degradation process

The PLA samples 3D-printed with different in-ll patterns and
densities were exposed to the actual atmospheric conditions of
UV rays from the sun, occasional rain, an average high and low
temperatures of ∼34 °C and ∼25 °C and a relative humidity
(RH) of ∼56% for 30 days (720 hours) and 45 days (1080 hours).
The average temperature and RH for the stipulated duration is
as per the report of the local whether department.64 The changes
in the rainfall parameters throughout the duration of exposure
are assumed to be uniform, as the total duration of rain was
negligible (∼10 hours). The reason to expose the samples to
such conditions is because of the many PLA applications like
packaging materials, agricultural mulch lms, ower pots,
gardening structures, decorative items, etc. The weather (RH,
rainfall, etc.) is one parameter that is out of control of the
humans, thus, using natural environment to test degradation
and tensile properties of PLA is more realistic.

2.3 Tensile testing

The PLA samples, before and aer degradation, were tensile
tested on a Universal Testing Machine (UTM) (Make: Interna-
tional Equipments) at cross-head speed of 5 mm min−1 at
ambient conditions. The gauge length for type-I tensile sample
according to ASTM standard D638 is 57 mm and the cross
section area is 13 mm × 3 mm. An average of ve samples
tested are reported for the values of tensile strength and tensile
modulus.
b) sample design in Autodesk Fusion 360 software, (c) sample design as

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7137



Fig. 3 Sample in-fill patterns as imported in Ultimaker Cura software. (a) Concentric, (b) grid, (c) tri-hexagon, (g) triangular, (h) square (rectilinear),
(i) octet and 3D-printed PLA samples with in-fill patterns (d) concentric, (e) grid, (f) tri-hexagon, (j) triangular, (k) square (rectilinear), (l) octet.

Table 1 Sample coding with different in-fill patterns and densities for PLA

In-ll density

In-ll pattern

Concentric Grid Tri-hexagon Triangular Square (rectilinear) Octet

20% C20 G20 TH20 T20 S20 O20
40% C40 G40 TH40 T40 S40 O40
60% C60 G60 TH60 T60 S60 O60
80% C80 G80 TH80 T80 S80 O80
100% C100 G100 TH100 T100 S100 O100

Degradation state
No degradation (immediate testing) PLA-0
Degradation of 30 days PLA-30
Degradation of 45 days PLA-45
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2.4 Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) analysis

The structure of the PLA was determined using FTIR spec-
trometer (Make: Shimadzu, Model: FTIR 1-S Affinity) for wave-
number range 400–4000 cm−1. The changes in the intensity and
position of structural peaks of PLA material is compared before
degradation and aer degradation of 30 and 45 days, respec-
tively. The samples were scanned with an attenuated total
reection (ATR) unit using single crystal Diamond probe with
45 runs.
7138 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
2.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis

The changes in the crystallinity of PLA was determined using
DSC (Make: Shimadzu, Model: DSC-60 Plus) using the following
cycle: (i) ∼10 mg. sample was sealed in a standard 40 ml
aluminium pan and heated at the rate of 10 °C min−1 up to
300 °C, (ii) holding at 200 °C for 10 min, (iii) cooling at the rate
of 10 °C min−1 up to ambient temperature and (iv) holding at
ambient temperature for 10 min. The degree of crystallization
(cc) for PLA before and aer degradation was determined using
the following equation:
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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cc ¼
�
DHm � DHcc

DHo
m

�
� 100% (1)

where, DHm and DHcc are the apparent melt enthalpy and cold
crystallization enthalpy in J g−1 from DSC and DHo

m is the melt
enthalpy of 100% crystalline PLA taken as 93 J g−1.12,26,65
2.6 Molecular weight analysis

The change in the molecular weight of PLA aer degradation
was determined by End Group Analysis technique. The test was
performed dissolving 1 g of PLA sample in 10 ml of ethyl acetate
and titrating the solution with 10 molar sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) solution. The molarity of the solution was determined
aer titration and by using the following equation, molecular
weight was determined:

MW ¼ m

M
(2)

where, MW is the molecular weight of the sample in g mol−1, m
is mass of the solution in g andM is the molarity of the solution
in mol L−1 as calculated from End Group Analysis.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Mechanical properties

The tensile strength and tensile modulus of the PLA samples
3D-printed with different in-ll pattern and densities along with
the state of degradation are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen from
Fig. 4(a) that with increasing in-ll density the tensile strength
of PLA before degradation (PLA-0) follows a same trend irre-
spective of the pattern. The tensile strength increases with in-ll
density. Similar trends are reported by many.66–72 It can be seen
that though the tensile strength is increasing with in-ll
density, however the percentage increase varies with the in-ll
pattern. The highest tensile strength at 20% in-ll density for
degradation state PLA-0 is exhibited by both concentric and
square patterns at ∼29 MPa. This can be attributed to the fact
that in concentric pattern the volume of layers in the direction
of tensile loading is more.66,68,69 The type-I tensile sample is
usually loaded in the direction of its longest dimension. As the
concentric pattern tends to follow the outline of the sample
shape, the printed layers are inherently in a direction parallel to
the tensile loading direction. This gives advantage in terms of
load bearing capacity of the material. On the other hand,
though the grid and the square pattern look similar, the
difference in the cavity size is obvious. The grid pattern uses
a larger cavity, while the square pattern uses a relatively smaller
cavity. The in-ll density in both the patterns are maintained
similar by adjusting the number of layer deposited and thick-
ness of layer. As the cavities in between two adjacent layers is
larger for grid pattern, there are two factors causing lower
strength as compared to square pattern.

As the cavity size increases, the volume of material required
for grid pattern is less than that required for square pattern
having same in-ll density and same printing speed. For the
samples under study, G20 uses 6 g of PLA lament, while S20
uses 19 g. In addition, the square pattern has more number of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
layers which makes this pattern structurally strong. A similar
phenomenon is reported by Milovanović et al.,73 Derise et al.74

and Khan et al.75 They mention that the increase in the number
of layers or a decrease in the cavity size means more number of
mechanical and/or physical bonds are forming between the
adjacent layers. This bond is resulted from the adhesion of the
melted layer with the previously printed adjacent layer and
consecutive relative solidication. The better the bonding, more
load can be supported by the structure.76,77 These two factors
contribute towards the fact that the tensile strength of S20
sample is more than that of G20, even with the similarities. The
tensile strength of G20 is ∼25 MPa and for T20 is ∼26 MPa.
However, it is important to note here that the tri-hexagonal
sample exhibits the lowest strength at all in-ll densities. For
TH20, the tensile strength is ∼4 MPa. This is again exhibited
by73,74 that as compared to other patterns, the tri-hexagon or
hexagon pattern (aka honeycomb) pattern demonstrated the
lowest tensile strength owing to a higher volume of cavities.
This is visible from Fig. 3(c) and (f) as well. The PLA samples
under present study having tri-hexagon in-ll pattern has
maximum cavities at all in-ll densities. This ultimately leads to
less tensile strength due to less volume of materials present to
take up the load and weaker bonding between adjacent layers.
Thus, concentric and square patterns prove to be strongest
under present study for 20% in-ll density.

As the in-ll density increases to 40%, the highest tensile
strength is exhibited by square pattern, which is ∼31 MPa. The
strengths of the concentric and triangular patterns are not far
off, both exhibiting ∼30 MPa, while grid and octet patterns
following closely at ∼28 and ∼27 MPa, respectively. However,
similar to TH20, the tri-hexagon pattern with 40% in-ll density
has lowest tensile strength at ∼6 MPa. Further, with 60% in-ll
density, concentric once again has highest tensile strength of
∼34 MPa, the triangle pattern follows at ∼31 MPa and the
tensile strength of square pattern remains at ∼31 MPa. Addi-
tionally, the strength of grid and octet patterns increase
marginally to ∼30 MPa and ∼28 MPa, respectively. Simulta-
neously, while tri-hexagon pattern shows improvement in
tensile strength (∼9–10 MPa), it still remains the weakest
pattern. With 80% in-ll density, the tensile strength of the PLA
has increased signicantly, irrespective of the in-ll pattern.
The concentric pattern with 80% in-ll density has a tensile
strength of ∼42 MPa, 8 units more than C60, while, the octet
pattern reaches ∼38 MPa, which is 10 units higher than O60. In
a similar trend, the tensile strength of S80 is increasing by 6
units to ∼37 MPa, while for G80 it is increasing by 5 units to
∼35 MPa. And the tri-hexagon pattern still shows marginal
increment in tensile strength to ∼12 MPa. Finally, at 100% in-
ll density, though the samples are completely solid with no
cavities, the in-ll pattern is still signicant. Thus, it can be seen
from Fig. 4(a) that the tensile strength for all the patterns in
PLA-0 condition is the highest. This can be attributed to the
absence of cavities in the structure. The concentric, square,
octet and triangle patterns exhibit equal and highest tensile
strength at ∼51–52 MPa, while the grid pattern has a tensile
strength of ∼47 MPa. This can be credited to the inherent
pattern shape that results in reduced volume of cavities. It is
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7139



Fig. 4 Tensile strength and tensile modulus of PLA samples with different in-fill patterns and densities for degradation state (a and d) PLA-0, (b
and e) PLA-30 and (c and f) PLA-45.
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evident from Fig. 3 that the cavities are larger and more in
volume as seen in the tri-hexagonal pattern. This does not help
the PLA material to sustain more loads even at 100% in-ll
density, thus giving a strength of mere ∼13 MPa.

For 100% in-ll density, apart from the fact that there are no
cavities in the pattern design, it can be elucidated here that
though similar to bulk material, the pattern will govern the
material properties. For different patterns, the layout of layers is
different and their orientation with respect to the tensile
loading direction will surely affect the tensile strength. In case
of samples C100, S100, O100 and T100; Fig. 3 clearly indicates
this fact. For concentric pattern, the maximum amount of layers
are perfectly parallel to the tensile loading direction, while for
square pattern one can say that the layers are at 45° inclination
to the loading direction, which still provide more resistance
than layers oriented at any other angle.33,77–80 Various extensive
7140 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
studies mention that for low layer orientation angle like 30° or
less (tri-hexagon pattern under study) the action of tensile pull
is similar to a shearing force across its length. The uneven
distribution of load in horizontal and vertical components of
the inclined layer breaks apart the layer easily, resulting in inter-
layer fracture. Whereas for a layer orientation angle of 45°
(square or grid pattern under study), the distribution of load in
horizontal and vertical for the layer is equivalent thereby
reducing the chances of inter-layer fracture.

Some studies report that in-layer fracture mode for 3D-
printed objects is preferred as it allows the material to sustain
more load before an individual layer can fail.81–83 On the other
hand, for high layer orientation angle like 90°, the layer is
subjected to linear force across its diameter,81 which may result
in peeling of layer along the length.82 This mode is still
preferred over inter-layer fracture as the load bearing capacity of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the sample increases until a signicant volume of individual
layers have failed. In inter-layer fracture, the mechanical and/or
physical bonding that occurs between adjacent layers during
3D-printing and consecutive solidication is weakened. Here,
the layer may still have load bearing capacity individually, but
the separation of layers from each other weakens the material
and may lead to an early fracture. This phenomenon is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 along with an example of effect of layer orien-
tation from the in-ll pattern on the mode of fracture. Such
difference in the response of a single 3D-printed layer with
different orientation changes the load bearing capacity of the
PLA sample as a whole. As octet and triangular patterns have
layers at a smaller orientation angle with respect to the tensile
loading direction, these patterns fail at loads less than that for
square and grid patterns, while concentric pattern gives stron-
gest structure. In addition to the effect of 3D-printed layer
orientation and volume of cavities, the in-ll density indirectly
supports the fact that more the material available across same
cross-sectional area, more will be the load carrying capacity.
Hence, as in-ll density increases, the volume of material
present to take up the tensile load increases, irrespective of the
in-ll pattern, as explained above. Also, few studies report the
effect of in-ll pattern on the localised strain rate when
loaded.37,70,84,85 These studies conclude that though the in-ll
density of the 3D-printed polymer can cause the shi of high
localised strain points from edge to centre, thereby improving
fracture behaviour. However, the use of a particular pattern, like
concentric or gyroid, distributes the number of localised strain
concentration points, thereby improving the strain rate and the
fracture behaviour.
Fig. 5 Schematic showing the effect of in-fill pattern layer orientation o

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Thus, aer careful examination, it can be said here that in
addition to the strength of PLA material itself, the in-ll pattern
plays a decisive role on the load bearing capacity of the sample
as whole, followed by in-ll density.

The tensile modulus of PLA with different in-ll patterns and
densities before degradation (PLA-0) is shown in Fig. 4(d). It is
the measure of the stiffness of material or indication of its
behaviour when the material is stressed, deformed and its
recovery to original shape aer removal of load.74,79 In order to
evaluate the effect of in-ll pattern and density on the ability of
PLA component to resist deformation, the tensile modulus is
studied herein. The response of tensile modulus to in-ll
pattern and density is slightly different from that of the
tensile strength. It is described above in detail that irrespective
of the in-ll density, the concentric pattern has highest strength
as compared to any other pattern. The reason for this is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 where the orientation of 3D-printed layer of the
pattern with the direction of tensile load applied has a major
effect on the load bearing capacity of the sample. However,
looking at Fig. 4(d) it is evident that the in-ll density plays
a major role on the tensile modulus of PLA, instead of in-ll
patterns. For concentric pattern as the in-ll density
increases, the tensile modulus increases approx. 1.8 times (from
∼1659 MPa for C20 to ∼4797 MPa for C100). However, at 20%
in-ll density, the grid pattern exhibits highest modulus of
∼1954 MPa. The grid pattern maintains a higher modulus than
concentric pattern up to 80% in-ll density. Aer that for 100%
in-ll density samples, the tensile modulus of C100 drastically
increases to ∼4797 MPA, while G100 exhibits ∼2953 MPa. A
similar trend is shown by triangular pattern also, where the
n the mode of fracture.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7141



Table 2 Comparison of reduction in tensile strength of selected PLA-
45 samples with PLA-0 and PLA-30 samples

PLA-45 sample

Tensile strength

% Reduction
against PLA-0

% Reduction
against PLA-30

C100 17% 7%
G100 32% 13%
TH100 30% 18%
T100 11% 8%
S100 25% 23%
O100 7% 2%

RSC Advances Paper
tensile modulus increases drastically from ∼1316 MPa for T20
to ∼3267 MPa for T100. The tensile modulus of square pattern
demonstrates a growth similar to Grid pattern, albeit with
a smaller value. The S20 pattern exhibits ∼1124 MPa of
modulus which increases gradually to ∼1852 MPa for 100% in-
ll density. However, contrary to tensile strength, the tri-
hexagon pattern has excellent tensile modulus. The modulus
for 20% in-ll density is very less at ∼636 MPa, however it
increases to ∼2424 MPa for TH100. Also, the octet pattern
having very good tensile strength comparable with concentric
and square, has very low modulus of ∼647 MPa for 20% in-ll
density, which increase to ∼1869 MPa for O100 sample. Thus,
it is clear that the tensile modulus of the PLA under study is
dependant more on the in-ll density than the in-ll pattern.

There are many similar ndings37,70,73,74,84–89 which report in
a general sense that as more material is present in the sample, it
offers more resistance to deformation. The increase in the in-ll
density ultimately increases the number of lament contact
points. This improves the mechanical and/or physical bonding
between the adjacent layers and thus, the capability of the layer
to withstand deformation also increases.78,79 In addition, the
reduced volume of cavities also improves the inter-layer
bonding strength.37 During continuous loading, as the sample
reaches the maximum load bearing limit a crack will initiate.
Depending on the orientation of printed layer with the direction
of loading (Fig. 5) and the volume of material present, the point
of crack initiation and the direction of crack propagation
changes.86 This improves the ability of the material to deform
and absorb more load before the bonding between adjacent
layers break,78 thereby increasing the tensile modulus. Thus, it
can be said here that, the in-ll density has a greater inuence
over the tensile modulus of PLA. The different patterns may
have different effect on the mechanical resistance values,
however, the maximum force that the PLA sample can with-
stand depends on in-ll density.

Before degradation, it is clear that sample C100 offers best
tensile strength and tensile modulus. However, from Fig. 4(b),
(c), (e) and (f) it can be seen that aer degradation, the response
of PLA to tensile testing changes with respect to in-ll pattern,
density and degradation time. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the tensile
strength of PLA aer 30 days of degradation. It is evident that
the tensile strength of all the samples have deteriorated
consistently irrespective of in-ll pattern and density, as
compared to PLA-0. The graph shows that the tensile strength
value is more for higher in-ll density. This can again be
credited to the presence of more material through same cross-
sectional area and reduction of cavities which improves the
load bearing capacity of the sample. But it is imperative to note
here that the strength values are less as compared to PLA-0. For
example, PLA-30 C20 sample has strength ∼18 MPa while PLA-
0 C20 sample exhibits ∼29 MPa. Similarly, PLA-30 C100 sample
has tensile strength of ∼43 MPa and PLA-0 C100 has ∼52 MPa.
Thus, it can be concluded here that the in-ll density does not
play a signicant role on the strength of PLA aer 30 days of
degradation, as the trend exhibited is same as that of PLA-0. The
increasing strength with in-ll density is the virtue of the
material itself, albeit the effect of deterioration reducing the
7142 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
strength. However, it can be seen that the extent of deterioration
is different for different patterns. The trend considered for
explanation is limited to 100% in-ll density samples of all
patterns as they exhibit highest tensile strength in PLA-
0 condition. Similar trend is followed by remaining in-ll
density samples when compared across all the patterns
studied herein. The reduction in the strength of C100, G100,
TH100, T100, S100 and O100 is approx. 17%, 21%, 17%, 4% 2%
and 5%. respectively. The strength of tri-hexagon pattern which
was already the lowest (∼13 MPa) at PLA-0 condition, further
reduces aer degradation of 30 days. The strength of concen-
tric, square, triangular and octet samples with 100% in-ll
density are similar before degradation at ∼51–52 MPa, but
aer a degradation period of 30 days the maximum reduction is
observed for concentric pattern, followed by octet and trian-
gular. The square pattern has retained its strength with hardly
∼2% reduction. Similarly, the grid pattern has experienced
highest reduction in tensile strength by 21%. This conrms the
claim that the tensile strength of PLA aer degradation depends
largely on the in-ll pattern.

A similar trend is exhibited by PLA samples aer a degrada-
tion period of 45 days as well, as seen from Fig. 4(c). The tensile
strength is further decreasing aer 45 days, however, identical
to PLA-30 condition, the strength is more for samples with
100% in-ll density. Thus, the effect of in-ll pattern is still
dominant aer 45 days of degradation. The reduction in the
tensile strength for samples of all the patterns with 100% in-ll
density at PLA-45 condition is compared with both PLA-0 and
PLA-30 conditions as shown in Table 2. It can be seen here that
as the degradation duration increases to 45 days, the extent of
degradation is noticeable as compared to PLA-0 condition, as
expected. With more exposure time, the attack of UV rays and
moisture on the chemical structure of PLA polymer increases
and the material becomes weaker. This ultimately reduces the
tensile strength. It is evident from Table 2 that the reduction in
strength become severe aer 45 days of degradation. The grid
pattern and tri-hexagon pattern suffer maximum damage,
closely followed by square pattern. The strength of concentric
pattern reduces by ∼17%, while that of triangular by ∼11%.
However, the octet pattern undergoes a minimum reduction of
∼7%. On the other hand, as the degradation progresses from 30
days to 45 days, the extent of damage is less than PLA-30
condition, but it is not helpful. When compared with PLA-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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0 condition, the duration of exposure to atmospheric conditions
proves detrimental for PLA as reported by many.9,12,14,26,53,54,61

On the contrary, it can be seen from Fig. 4(e) and (f) that the
tensile modulus of PLA aer degradation increases linearly with
respect to degradation time and similar to PLA-0 condition, it is
more dependent on in-ll density. It is explained above that the
tensile modulus of 3D-printed PLA is increase with in-ll
density, irrespective of in-ll pattern. Similarly, for PLA-30
and PLA-45 conditions, the modulus is increasing with in-ll
density. Aer degradation of 30 days, the modulus of concen-
tric pattern remains the highest at∼5207 MPa, followed by grid,
triangular and square patterns all around ∼3300–3400 MPa.
The tri-hexagon pattern has a modulus of ∼2764 MPa, while
octet pattern exhibits minimum modulus value at ∼2234 MPa.
For the patterns concentric, grid, tri-hexagon and triangular
having 100% in-ll density, the increase in the tensile modulus
aer 45 days of degradation is marginal. This increment in
modulus as degradation time increase to 45 days is approx. 2%,
1%, 5% and 2%, respectively. However, the modulus of square
and octet patterns increases by ∼23% and 16% aer 45 days of
degradation. The probable reason for such behaviour of PLA
aer degradation, where the tensile strength reduces and
tensile modulus increases is explained further in detail.

For PLA polymer under present study, it is clear that the in-
ll pattern, density and exposure to atmospheric conditions has
different effects on the tensile properties. It is understandable
that when exposing to atmosphere, the interaction of material
with UV rays of the sun will be far greater than interaction with
relative humidity or rain water. It is well known fact that UV
radiation causes some chemical modication in PLA which
adversely affects the mechanical properties. It is reported in ref.
12 that the UV exposure signicantly affects the EVA/PLA blend
due to photo degradation mechanism thereby decreasing the
mechanical properties. There are many studies consistent with
such behaviour.12,14,26,46,47,49,54,61,63,70,84,85 When PLA is exposed to
UV rays, the top layer of the material degrades. This surface
layer can degrade by photo degradation, bio degradation or
even hydrolytic degradation mechanism, depending on the
conditions of exposure. When this layer deteriorates, the
conditions of exposure can now come in contact with the layers
underneath it.26,47,63,66,74,78 The action of UV, moisture and water
will be similar again and the inner layer will also start degrad-
ing. In case of low in-ll density samples, once the top layer
deteriorates, the penetration of these conditions to the layers
underneath is rapid due to the more number of cavities present.
As the in-ll density increases, the number of layers in the 3D-
printed sample increase and the volume of cavities decrease.
The availability of more volume of material will essentially
require more amount of energy to degrade the 100% in-ll
density sample similar to say, 20% density sample. The degra-
dation of any form will eventually reduce the strength of the
material, as seen for PLA under study. However, with varying in-
ll density, when the exposure time is same, the extent of
degradation will be different. Thus, taking example of PLA with
concentric pattern at PLA-30 condition, the reduction in the
tensile strength of C20 is more than C100 sample (Fig. 4). Thus,
it can be said here that the effect of degradation on PLA exposed
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to atmospheric conditions is dependent more on in-ll density.
The more volume of material present, the extent of degradation
reduces for same exposure time.

However, the same phenomenon does not act on the tensile
modulus of 3D-printed PLA samples under study. Contradictory
to few reports,12,33,37 the modulus of PLA is increasing aer the
exposure. Few studies report that this behaviour can be a result
of increasing crystallinity of the material with degradation.1 The
probable reason for this increase in crystallinity can be
described as follows. The degradation of PLA is usually caused
by chain scission. The open ends thus created will increase the
content of amorphous segments in the polymer structure.
However, when water sensitive polymer like PLA comes in
contact with water molecules (both in droplet form and in latent
vapour form), the hydrolysis of these amorphous segments will
take place. As the broken chains have greater freedom to form
more highly organized structures, they will further try to
crosslink to stabilise the structure.90,91 This will ultimately
increase the crystallinity of the polymer. The increase in crys-
tallinity and the volume of crystalline segments for a limiting
amount of crosslinking will enhance the progression of load
through the material, thereby increasing the tensile modulus of
PLA to some extent.92–95 This phenomenon is explained in detail
with the help of DSC analysis and molecular weight analysis in
further sections. However, it can be said here that as the
material is deteriorating by chain scission, it is more detri-
mental than any further crosslinking, thereby reducing the
tensile strength.1,93,94 Thus, it can be predicted here that the
mechanical properties of 3D-printed PLA under study and the
effect of degradation is co-dependant on the conditions of
exposure as well as in-ll pattern and density. In order to back-
up this assumption, the PLA material was characterized for
changes in structure by FTIR, DSC and molecular weight
analysis.
3.2 FTIR analysis

The FTIR graph of PLA before and aer degradation is shown in
Fig. 6 and the peak values are compared in Table 3. It was
observed from FTIR that there are signicant changes in the
PLA structure aer degradation in natural atmosphere for 30
and 45 days. As mentioned above, the effect of UV is dominant
for PLA-30 and PLA-45, as compared to moisture and/or rain.
The characteristic peaks reected for PLA-0 are:12,14,26,96,97 –OH
group stretch through 3874 to 3655 cm−1, sp3 C–H asymmetric
and symmetric stretch at 2947 and 2899 cm−1, C]O ester
carbonyl stretch at 1747 cm−1, C–H asymmetric and symmetric
bend at 1452 and 1373 cm−1, C–O stretch through 1263 to
1043 cm−1, C–C stretch at 867 cm−1 and C–H rocking at 754 and
700 cm−1. Aer degradation, all of the PLA signature peaks are
retained, however, with following changes: disappearance of –
OH group peaks, appearance of a new –OH stretch peak at
3741 cm−1 (only for PLA-45), shiing of C–H asymmetric and
symmetric stretch to 3004 and 2987 cm−1 (sp3 to sp2 hybrid-
ization), splitting of C–H symmetric bend previously at
1373 cm−1 to 1381 and 1361 cm−1, splitting of C–O stretch
previously at 1083 cm−1 to 1080 and 1126 cm−1 and appearance
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7143



Fig. 6 FTIR graphs of PLA before and after degradation of 30 and 45 days.
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of C]C stretch (due to sp2 C–H group) at 954 cm−1. All of these
changes are labelled in Fig. 6 and highlighted in Table 3 as well.

The disappearance of –OH group peaks is an indication that
the exposure to sun's UV rays tends to evaporate the moisture
and/or water molecules from the PLA. As the moisture and/or
water molecules disappear, the extent of UV and heat
becomes severe for PLA. A further exposure will start changing
the structure of PLA by photo degradation mechanism. The
changes that are observed from FTIR conrms the claim that
the deterioration of tensile strength of PLA aer exposure is due
to some structural changes in the material. It is previously
Table 3 Peak assignment for FTIR of PLA before and after degradation

PLA-0 Bond

3874 –OH group (hydroxyl and water)
3770 –OH group (hydroxyl and water)
— –OH group
3691 –OH group (hydroxyl and water)
3655 –OH group (hydroxyl and water)
2947 sp3 C–H
2899 sp3 C–H
1747 C]O ester carbonyl
1452 C–H deformation
1373 C–H deformation
— C–H deformation
1263 C–O
1184 C–O
— C–O
1083 C–O
1043 C–O
— C]C
867 C–C
754 C–H
700 C–H
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elaborated by few studies1,12,61,93 that when exposed to UV rays,
the bio-degradable polymers like PLA, PHBV, etc. degrade by
Norrish reaction. The bio-degradable polymers can undergo
degradation either by Norrish Type I or Type II or both. The
Norrish Type I reaction involves photo chemical cleavage or
homolysis of aldehydes and ketones into 2 free radical inter-
mediates (a-scission). The carbonyl group present in the
structure accepts a photon and is excited to a photo chemical
singlet state.98,99 While, the Norrish Type II reaction involves
photo chemical intra-molecular abstraction of a g-hydrogen
(CH3) by the excited carbonyl compound from Type I reaction to
of 30 and 45 days

Vibration PLA-30 PLA-45

Stretch — —
Stretch — —
Stretch — 3741
Stretch — —
Stretch — —
Asym. Stretch 3004 3005
Sym. stretch 2987 2987
Stretch 1749 1747
Asym. bend 1452 1452
Sym. bend 1381 1381
Bend 1361 1361
Stretch 1267 1267
Stretch 1180 1182
Stretch 1126 1128
Stretch 1082 1082
Stretch 1043 1043
Stretch 954 954
Stretch 867 867
Rocking 754 754
Rocking 704 702

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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produce a 1,4-biradical as a primary photoproduct.100,101 Taking
this into account, a probable degradation mechanism for PLA
under present study is suggested on the basis of FTIR ndings.
The suggested mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 Suggested PLA degradation mechanism under present study.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
It is speculated here that prior to Norrish reaction, the
degradation of PLA molecules is initiated by homolysis of CH3

group. Here, the bonding changes as shown in Fig. 7 stage I,
wherein one of the H atom tries to bond with the O atom of the
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152 | 7145
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branching C]O unit. To accommodate the O–H bond, the
branching C]O unit will become C–O. A further exposure to UV
will result in photochemical cleavage at the backbone O–C bond
and the H atom in the CH3 group, as shown in Fig. 7 stage II.
The PLA macromolecule is now split into two smaller amor-
phous segments. Such scission (as per Norrish Type I reaction)
will result in one of the segment to end with an enol group,
wherein the C–O in the PLA backbone becomes C]O to form
a closed end. The other segment with a split CH3 group will
resemble a mono-substituted alkene, albeit with an acetate
group at the end. This will result in the formation of one O
radical (Oc). A further exposure results in two phenomenon
acting simultaneously, as represented in Fig. 7 stage III. The O
radical (Oc) formed will lead to an abstraction of H atom from
the vicinity leaving behind a C radical (Cc). At the same time, the
UV will result in photolysis of hydro-peroxide (OH) moieties,
generating more C radicals (Cc, shown 2 in present schematic
for representation) analogous to Norrish Type II reaction. The C
radicals (Cc), thus, generated will react with atmospheric oxygen
to form peroxide radical (O–Oc). These peroxide radicals will
further cause abstraction of H atom from the vicinity which can
lead to homolysis of another CH3 group. This stage is called as
radical initiation as shown in Fig. 7 stage IV, wherein the
fullment of one radical will lead to the formation of another
type of radical. This process of radical formation, crosslinking
and scission will continue with exposure and break down the
PLA chain into smaller amorphous segments. The changes in
the FTIR of PLA-30 and PLA-45 samples also conrm this.

As explained above and as illustrated in Fig. 7, the photo-
chemical cleavage (Norrish Type I) and abstraction of H atom
(Norrish Type II) at two different stages of PLA degradation
results in sp3 to sp2 hybridization of C–H bonds, thus, reducing
the number of CH3 groups in the PLA structure. This can be
conrmed from the upward shi of asymmetric C–H stretch
peak previously at 2947 cm−1. The shi to a higher value in both
PLA-30 and PLA-45 samples represent an increase in the
concentration of sp2 CH group. Also, the disappearance of –OH
group peaks explain the heating effect of the sun's rays that
evaporates the moisture and/or water molecules from the PLA
structure. Furthermore, there are hydro-peroxide (OH) moieties
forming at different stages of PLA degradation (as represented
in Fig. 7). It is well known that for different moieties of same
structure, the IR response will be different. Thus, the appear-
ance of a peak at 3741 cm−1 can be credited to the stretching
vibrations of –OH group that are different to moisture and/or
water molecules and this peak has been assigned to the
formed hydro-peroxide (OH) moieties dangling at the chain end
of the amorphous segments. As the intensity of degradation is
more for PLA-45 sample as compared to PLA-30, the concen-
tration of hydro-peroxide (OH) moieties should be more.
However, due to UV exposure, the radical initiation process is
dominating and the photolysis of hydro-peroxide (OH) moieties
is unavoidable. Thus, this peak is barely visible in PLA-30
sample and is very small for PLA-45 sample as well. It is
explained above how the reections of C–H stretch vibration
changes as it undergoes sp3 to sp2 hybridization. This hybrid-
ization is by the virtue of both homolysis of CH3 group as well as
7146 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
the process of photochemical cleavage at the backbone O–C
bond. The simultaneous action of these two process are creating
two C atoms with one dangling bond each that are already
sharing a bond. Thus, their immediate affinity towards each
other results in the formation of C]C giving an amorphous
segment with mono-substituted alkene like structure, albeit
having an acetate group at the mono-substitution site. Even
with further abstraction of H atoms and radical initiation, the
C]C still remains in the degraded PLA structure and thus,
a peak appears at 954 cm−1 for C]C stretch due to sp2 CH
group.

In addition to these changes, there are two peaks that are
splitting in two different ways. The C–H symmetric bend peak at
1373 cm−1 splits into two smaller peaks at 1381 and 1361 cm−1.
While the C–O stretch peak at 1083 cm−1 develops a small
shoulder at 1126 cm−1. This splitting of peaks for both PLA-30
and PLA-45 is similar with a marginal difference in the inten-
sities of the parent peak. The intensity both the peaks reduces
for PLA-45 sample. This behaviour can be credited to two
phenomenon acting at once. The splitting of C–H bend peak
can be correlated to sp3 to sp3 hybridization of CH groups. From
Fig. 7 it is clear that as the degradation of PLA continues, the
more number of CH2 groups are forming. The reections of
C–H bond from CH2 group is slightly different than that of CH3

group, as evident from upward shi of C–H stretch peak to
3004 cm−1. Though the C–H deformation peaks essentially lie
in the same IR wavenumber region, the nature of their reec-
tions is different and that can be the reason for split peak at
1381 and 1361 cm−1. At the same time, as CH3 groups are
becoming CH2 groups due to photochemical cleavage and
abstraction of H atoms, there will come a point in PLA macro-
molecule where the abstraction of H atom will now take place
from a CH2 group in vicinity. This H atom, thus, abstracted will
form a hydro-peroxide (OH) and its photolysis will remove H
atom completely from the PLA structure. This means that
eventually the number of C–H bonds are reducing from the PLA
structure, thereby indicated by a reducing peak intensity for
PLA-45 sample. Looking at the formation of a small shoulder for
C–O stretch peak at 1126 cm−1, it can be explained from the
formation of O radicals (Oc) at different stages of degradation.
The acetate end group forming aer photochemical cleavage
has O radical (Oc) bonded to the backbone C atom. The reec-
tion of C–Oc is different than the reection of C–O bonding.
Thus, as the nature of moieties changes, the IR response will be
different thereby reecting a small shoulder for a relatively
sharp peak.

Apart from the changes observed in the PLA structure aer
natural degradation, the concentration of different bonds from
FTIR was also evaluated to have a quantitative approach
towards the proposed degradation mechanism. The concen-
tration was calculated using the Beer–Lambert equation as
follows:

A = 3bC (3)

where, A = absorbance of the peak obtained from FTIR spectra,
3 = molar absorptivity in L mol−1 cm−1, b = path length of the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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sample in cm, C = molar concentration of the functional group
in mol L−1.

The concentration of various of functional group bonds as
calculated using the above equation are shown in Table 4.

It is evident from Table 4 that themolar concentration values
support the FTIR ndings. As explained above, the continuous
photochemical cleavage and abstraction of H atom in PLA
structure will reduce the functional group CH3 by hybridizing
into CH2 and nally removal of H atom in the form of hydro-
peroxide (OH). This phenomenon is back-up by concentration
values as well. The molar concentration of C–H bond is
1.07 mol L−1 for PLA-0 sample. Aer a degradation time of 30
days, the C–H bond concentration reduces to 0.90 mol L−1 and
for PLA-45 samples it becomes 0.74 mol L−1. This supports the
claim that as PLA degrades in the presence of natural UV rays,
the multiple phenomenon acting together leads to a cumulative
reduction of C–H bond concentration. Similarly, it is explained
above that with the formation of O radicals (Oc), a shoulder peak
appears for C–O reection as a result of two differentmoieties of
same structure. Similar phenomenon can be deduced from
Table 4, wherein the molar concentration of C–O in case of PLA-
0 samples is 2.65 mol L−1. As PLA degrades, the formation of
different a C–O moiety will reect in terms of increased molar
concentration. As the degradation time increases to 45 days, the
molar concentration also increases to 3.64 mol L−1.

Looking at themolar concentration of C]O ester carbonyl, it
is clear that this bond remains fairly unaffected by the PLA
degradation mechanism. It is reported by many that for bio-
degradable polymers like poly(L-lactide) (PLLA),9,27 poly(3-cap-
rolactone) (PCL),9 poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB),93 poly(3-
hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV),1 the hydrolysis
mechanism is dominating over photochemical and scission
reactions. As the hydrolysis of polymer structure progresses, it
tends to reduce the C]O ester groups by photo-oxidation. Thus,
these studies report a reduction in the molar concentration of
C]O bond by the virtue of hydrolysis of ester group.1,14 In
addition,1 reports that for less exposure time, the hydrolysis of
PHBV C]O ester group is dominant, while as the exposure time
increases, the scission reactions prevailed over hydrolysis. In
present study on PLA, it is evident that the molar concentration
of C]O ester carbonyl group does not change. Thus, it is safe to
say here that hydrolysis degradation mechanism is more
detrimental for bio-degradable polymers, however, the PLA
under present study does not undergo hydrolysis reaction
during degradation. This is supported by the molar
Table 4 Molar concentration of functional group bonds in PLA before
and after degradation

Functional group
bond

Concentration in mol L−1

PLA-0 PLA-30 PLA-45

C–H 1.07 0.90 0.74
C–O 2.65 3.11 3.64
C]O 3.69 3.61 3.64
C]C — 0.08 0.10

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
concentration values of C]O band that remains same at
∼3.6 mol L−1. It is evident from the explanation of FTIR nd-
ings above that C]C peak is not naturally present in the PLA
structure, but it appears during the photochemical cleavage
stage of degradation. The further scission and cross-linking
does not affect the C]C in any aspect, however, as the degra-
dation continues, the concentration of C]C increases from
0.08 to 0.10 mol L−1. The mechanism illustrated in Fig. 7
demonstrates a segment of PLA long chain. When the PLA
structure is exposed to UV rays, the initiation stage of homolysis
will occur simultaneously at multiple CH3 groups. This will lead
to photochemical cleavage at various points throughout the PLA
backbone. The more number of smaller segments form, the
formation of C]C end will also increase, as seen from Table 4
also. The extent of degradation on PLA samples can also be
judged by visual inspection. Fig. 8 shows an example of PLA
surface before and aer degradation for G60 sample.

It is evident that exposure to atmospheric conditions will
essentially attack the sample surface rst. Though UV rays are
able to penetrate inside the material, the effects of moisture
and/or water is strictly limited to surface layer during an initial
stage of degradation. Once the surface layer deteriorates
enough, the atmospheric conditions now penetrates to the
material bulk, thereby, starting degradation of the inside layer
of material as well. The simultaneous action of degradation on
different layers further weakens the material. It is visible from
Fig. 8(c) that the surface of sample exposed for 45 days is more
damaged than PLA-30 sample. A similar trend between the
exposure duration and sample surface is exhibited by all the
PLA samples with different in-ll patterns and varying in-ll
density. Hence, it can be said here that longer the exposure
time, more damage will be experienced by the material. Thus,
a reduction in the tensile strength of PLA-30 and PLA-45
samples, irrespective of in-ll pattern and density, can be
justied from the suggested degradation mechanism.
Fig. 8 Sample PLA surface for (a) PLA-0, (b) PLA-30 and (c) PLA-45.
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Table 5 Molecular weight and DSC results of PLA before and after degradation

Sample
Molecular weight
(g mol−1) % Crystallinity

Glass transition
temperature, Tg (°C)

Melting temperature,
Tm (°C)

Melt enthalpy
(J g−1)

PLA-0 2.5 × 104 5.91 67.3 159.4 −3.38
PLA-30 1.5 × 104 6.19 66.2 158.6 −3.07
PLA-45 1.3 × 104 6.34 61.6 155.8 −1.00
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3.3 Molecular weight analysis and DSC thermal properties

The proposed mechanism is also supported by determining the
molecular weight of PLA before and aer degradation using End
Group Analysis technique. The molecular weight, summarized
in Table 5, represents a declining trend with degradation time
and supports the ndings from FTIR as predicted. This
conrms the fact that as a result of degradation, the long
polymer chains are breaking down into smaller amorphous
segments and this adversely affects the mechanical properties.
This is also conrmed from the increasing molarity values as
determined from End Group Analysis. As chain scission occurs,
more open ends are produced. There open ends, as depicted in
Fig. 7, are essentially O radicals and due to the affinity of NaOH
to them, the volume of NaOH consumed by the solution of ethyl
acetate and PLA sample during titration also increases. Thus,
with the support of the molar concentration values from FTIR
and the molecular weight from End Group Analysis, the prob-
able degradation mechanism for PLA exposed to natural
atmosphere (Fig. 7) is validated.

However, it was also observed that the tensile modulus of
PLA is increasing aer degradation. This can be correlated with
the crystallinity of PLA polymer before and aer degradation as
determined from DSC and summarized in Table 5. Further-
more, the glass transition temperature (Tg), melting tempera-
ture (Tm) and melt enthalpy of PLA before and aer degradation
is also reported in Table 5. It is concluded from FTIR analysis
that even though PLA under present study does not undergo
specic reactions reported by others14,45,49,54,61 like hydrolysis of
ester bond or abstraction of H atom from CH3 group only, the
PLA is degrading into smaller amorphous segments with open
chain ends, as conrmed from molarity as well. Few studies
report1,12,26 that the cross-linking of these small amorphous
segments formed by chain scission leads to an increment of
crystallinity of the polymer. It can be seen from Table 5 that for
PLA exposed to natural atmosphere under present study also
reects increased crystallinity, albeit marginally.

Similarly, there is a reduction in the Tg and Tm temperatures
of PLA aer degradation owing to chain scission. These changes
in the DSC crystallinity, temperatures and melt enthalpy can be
correlated with the suggested degradation mechanism in the
same manner as reported by others. During degradation, the
photochemical cleavage of PLA macromolecule into two smaller
segments takes place at a very early stage, as depicted in Fig. 7.
The enol and acetate functional groups at the chain ends of
individual segments further participate in radical initiation and
scission reactions. These smaller segments tend to be more
mobile and will cross-link further to stabilize the degraded
7148 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 7135–7152
structure. Furthermore, as the smaller segments are amorphous
in nature, their subsequent cross-linking increases the crystal-
linity of the material and the reects as a marginal increment in
crystallinity. It is also well known that as the polymer chain
structure degrades and forms new chain open ends, the energy
needed to melt the structure reduces and therefore, the
degraded material melts at a lower temperature. This can be
supported by reduced Tg and Tm temperatures as well the
decreasing melt enthalpy values. The successive cross-link,
thus, formed will enhance the progression of load through
the material for a limiting amount, thereby increasing the
tensile modulus of PLA to some extent, as clear from Fig. 4.92,93

However, the PLA chain suffers scission at different stages of
degradation (Fig. 7) which is more detrimental, thereby
reducing the tensile strength (Fig. 4) and melt enthalpy (Table
5).
4. Conclusion

The present study explores the effect of atmospheric conditions
on the degradation behaviour of poly(lactic acid) (PLA). It can be
concluded here that:

�When compared to PLA degraded by accelerated weathering
test, the degradation mechanism for PLA exposed to natural
atmosphere changes. This can be attributed to the fact that
when PLA is exposed to natural UV rays from sunlight, the
homolysis of CH3 groups was found to be dominating. This
caused photochemical cleavage at various points through the
PLA structure, which breaks down into number of smaller
segments. It is speculated that with further exposure, the
cleavage process leads to the formation of enol and acetate
group chain ends. These open ends will then initiate radicali-
zation with atmospheric oxygen, which in turn will exit the PLA
structure in the form of hydro-peroxide moieties, eventually
creating more open ends. Once this process occurs on the
sample surface and weakens it; the effects of UV rays, moisture
and/or water will now penetrate to the under-layers, thereby,
starting degradation of the inside layer of PLA as well.

� A drop in the tensile properties noted aer atmospheric
degradation of PLA can be credited to the simultaneous action
of degradation on different layers, which further weakens the
material. When commenting on the effect of in-ll volume and
density, it can be established from the extensive details fur-
nished above, that the tensile strength of PLA depends more on
the in-ll pattern, while the tensile modulus is greatly inu-
enced by the in-ll density. However, any extent of degradation
weakens the PLA material, thereby reducing the tensile prop-
erties as clearly indicated.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Thus, present study concludes that irrespective of the in-ll
pattern and density, the degradation of PLA structure will
inherently degrade its properties. One can explore different
techniques to improve the stability of PLA structure under
atmospheric degradation, thereby, leading to a high strength
polymer. Though the mechanical properties of PLA will reduce
aer degradation, one can also explore the chemistry of
different PLA structures (like PLLA, PDLA and PDLLA) and their
response to the degradation conditions.
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